Technology: Tools for the Trade
October 10, 2017 1:00-7:00PM

Fretz Corporation @ Philadelphia Naval Ship Yard
4050 S. 26th St, Philadelphia, PA 19112

NKBA Mid Atlantic invites all Architects, Designers and Trade Professionals working in the
Kitchen & Bath Realm to an educational event hosted by Fretz Corporation.

Series of Four CE Presentations, $50 non-refundable per attendee.
1:00-2:00PM
Eric Schimelpfenig, AKBD
How our homes and kitchens are becoming more like our phones
2:15-3:15PM
Matthew Ferrarini
The 21st Century Designer - How technology & the ability to synthesize will
improve your designs, decrease your time, and double your profit.
3:30-4:30PM
Tamara Myers, CR, LEED AP
An inspiring view of kitchen design history connecting art, design & culture
through the eyes of an artist, builder, designer and visionary.
4:30-6:00PM
Happy Hour
Light Fare and networking courtesy of Fretz Corporation.
6:00-7:00PM
Eric Schimelpfenig, AKBD
Robots, flying cars, and lasers: A look into our future
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MyersConstructs, Inc.

Matthew Ferrarini

Tamara Myers, CR LEED AP

Eric Schimelpfenig, AKBD

As an artist, residential designer, and home
remodeling expert, Matthew Ferrarini serves as the
Principal Designer for Ferrarini’s Kitchens. Known for
his seamless, sublimely crafted environments, in whose
broad range of styles—minimalist here, maximalist
there— share a rarefied attention to detail and flow.
His passion for interior design and remodeling was
cultivated by his parents (Interior Designer & Builder)
& accentuated by his extensive international travel,
which has allowed him to see and experience firsthand some of the world’s most prestigious living
environments.

Tamara is a design & construction expert with over
35 years’ experience in design driven renovation
and building. She is President & Founder of Myers
Constructs, Inc., an award winning Philadelphia based
Design-To-Build ™ general contracting firm that
provides customized solutions for residential, light
commercial, and institutional clients, and Myers Made
custom cabinet and millwork solutions for kitchens
and more. Myers Constructs, Inc. works on buildings
of every type and age,. It is frequently engaged for
its design and construction expertise in whole house
remodeling and renovation, adaptive re-use, historic
restoration, kitchen and bath renovation, and small
space solutions.

Eric started his career designing architectural millwork,
furniture and cabinetry. After many years working for
wood shops and cabinetry showrooms he founded
SketchThis.net with the goal of making it easier for
designers to use technology in their businesses.

Ferrarini Kitchens

Matthew was awarded the 30 under 30 by the
National Kitchen & Bath Association.

Myers Constructs, Inc.

Register at: www.MidAtlanticNKBA.org

SketchThis.Net

He has worked with Google and Trimble on the
development of Sketchup, and traveled the country
teaching Sketchup and digital fabrication to countless
students.
His company, SketchThis.NET, also developed and
launched a kitchen design plugin for Sketchup.

